
Our company is looking to fill the role of security operations manager. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for security operations manager

Obtain and direct resources to perform data enrichment, threat intelligence,
and investigation activities
Manages IT Security Operations team and function
Drives operational excellence by establishing and maintaining operational
security strategy, procedures, standards, and operational workflows, seeking
continuous improvement opportunities, and ensuring effective management
reporting
Manages department projects, ensuring compliance with project
management standards and processes
Supervises security operations center with company and third party resources
to provide continuous capability for security monitoring, detection, and
incident response and recovery
Manages systems and processes to detect anomalies and events in a timely
manner and ensures the potential impact of events is understood by
stakeholders
Establishes and manages a baseline of network operations and expected data
flows for users and systems
Analyzes detected events to understand attack target and methods
Aggregates and correlates event data from multiple sources and sensors
Determines the impact of events and recommends incident alter thresholds

Qualifications for security operations manager

Example of Security Operations Manager Job
Description
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Proven ability working collaboratively to gain cooperation from the various
parties involved in order to successfully pursue security objectives
Use protective clothing or gear such as masks, gowns, coats, boots, goggles,
gloves, or shields
Fifteen years plus overall experience, with a minimum of five years in direct
leadership roles in tactical, security, or law enforcement fields is required,
demonstrated ability to work, lead, and train subordinates in an international
setting
Experience in two fields of military/law enforcement/industrial
security/investigation/government relations is required
Manage a team delivering scheduled and ad-hoc security tasks, outputs and
deliverables from the security tooling including
Mentor and develop operational security staff


